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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
WALTER. S. SHIPE, OF BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.
APPARATUS FOR INSERTING, FINISHING AND SECURING SPUTS IN BOILERS,
SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 521,825, dated June 26, 1894.

Application filed June 19, 1893, Serial No. 478,141, (No model.)
with the annular grooveb, the opposite walls
To all whom it may concern.
Be it known that I, WALTER. S. SHIPE, a c, d, of which are reversely inclined or ta
citizen
of the United States, and a resident of pered, and a tubular projection e. These
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State sputs are commonly of soft malleable cast
of New York, have invented certain new and ings, and usually vary considerably in size,
useful Improvements in Processes of and Ap owing to the different degrees of shrinkage, to
paratus for Inserting, Finishing, and Secur the lopping of the pattern by different mold
ing Sputs, of which the following is a specifi ers, and to more or less of the metal being
worn away during the rattling operation, and
cation.
O
practice the holes in the boiler sheets are
This invention relates to certain new and in
useful improvements in process of, and appa commonly made of a size to fit the larger cast
ratus for, inserting, finishing and securing ings, and are consequently too large to make
fit with the smaller sputs,
sputs in boilers, and has for its object the a tight
production of a tight and non-leakable joint To insure an absolutely tight joint, and
between such sput and the boiler, and further make the hole of proper size to receive its
I make each sput punch its own hole
to finish such sputs so that their internal di sput,
the sheet, and I accomplish this in
ameter will in all cases be even and uniform. through
To these ends, therefore, my said invention the following manner, reference being had to
consists in making each sput punch its own Fig. 1, wherein f, is a female die haying a
hole in the boiler sheet, and placing the edge central opening f', of a size to admit the
of the hole so cut in clamping relation to the plunger to be used, and having also a con
sput, in one operation, and in coring out the centric circular depression or recess, within 75
internal diameter of said sput to uniform which the base flange a, of the sput rests, and
size, and swaging the same over the boiler which prevents the metal thereoffrom spread
in a second operation, and tools or ap ing or tearing, during the subsequent opera
25 sheet,
paratus for performing such operations, all tions, and also assists in making a sharp
as hereinafter more particularly, described angle in the boiler sheet, as hereinafter ex 80
plained. On the top of projectione, of the
and pointed out in the claims.
Referring to the accompanying drawings, sput, I now place the boiler sheet g, in the
in the several figures of which like parts are location where it is desired to insert the sput,
similarly designated, Figure 1, is a vertical and subject said sheet to the action of the
cross-section, showing the male and female plunger or male dieh, which is provided with
dies, a boiler sput and a fragment of a boiler the annular recess i, preferably a trifle wider
sheet, just previous to the first operation. at the top than elsewhere, and adapted to
Fig. 2, is a similar view, showing the form of admit the walls of projection e, of the Sput.
plunger or male die I prefer to use for the The said plunger has also an annular cutting :
second operation; and Fig. 3, is a sectional and forming edge i, and the nose or project .
view of a sput inserted in, and secured to, a tion k, in advance thereof. As the plunger 9o
fragment of a boiler sheet, after the opera descends, the nose k, first comes in contact
40 tions have been completed and the sput with the boiler sheet g, over the sput, and
imparts to the same a great tensile strain,
tapped to receive the pipe connection.
The sput I prefer to use in carrying my forcing said sheet, at the said point, down 95
said process into effect, is shown and de ward within the sput, in the shape of a hemi
scribed in a concurrent application, filed by. sphere, as shown by dotted lines, Fig.1. On
45 me June 19, 1893, Serial No. 47S,140, but I do account of the strain just described, the sheet
not desire to limit myself to the use of said g, yields readily to the cutting or punching
sput in practicing this invention, as, obvi operation, which is performed by cutting edge OO
ously, changes and alterations may be made i, of the plunger, and the outside of tubular pro
therein, without departing from the principle jectione, of the sput, and said strain enables
SO and scope of my present invention. As me to punch the heavy sheet over the soft cast
shown in said application, Serial No. 478,140, ing of the sput, while the nose k, and the
the sult, consists of a base flange (t, provided hemispherical portion of said sheet within the
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sput, brace the walls of projectione, preventing in which case the circumference of the sput

them from losing their shape, and being dis
torted during the shearing operation, while
the diameter of the circular punching of sheet
5 g, within the sput is so reduced by the nose
le, that it readily falls out from the upperdie
upon the up-stroke. As soon as the opening

would beliable to split, or crack
As lefore stated, I do not desire to confine
myself to the particular form of sput and 7o
tools here shown, and described, the gist of
the invention lying in baking each sput the
die for cutting its own hole in the boiler
sheet, and in clamping the metal of the sput
around the metal of the boiler sheet, with 75
sufficient metal on both sides of sheet to in
sure the requisite strength and at the same

has been punched in sheetg, as described, the
edgei, of plunger h, forces the sheet downIo wardly and into the annular groove b, of the
sput, imparting to the edge of the circular aperture in said sheet an annular circular-de-tiraebe practically flush9) the outer surface.
pression or flange g’, Fig. 2. As stock of the What I claim as new, and desire to secure
sheet g, is taken upinforming the angleg, and by Izetters Tatent, is8c
15 thereby draws the edge of the circular aperture 1. The herein described process of insert
in said sheet away from tubular projectione, ing and securingsputs in and to boilers, which
of the sput, said sput would be quite loose in consists in locating theisput on the boiler
the sheet, were it not for the inclined, which sheet, forcingaportions of such sheet, within
compensates for the stock taken up, and also the sput and using each sput as a dietopunch 85
20 assists in making the sharp angle in the sheet its hole in the boiler sheet, and then, clamp.
at g. The sput and sheet are now in the ing or swaging the metal of the sput, around
condition illustrated in Fig. 2, and are ready said sheet, substanitially as described to:
for the sécond operation, which consists in '2. The herein described, process of insert
punching or coring out the internal diame-sing and securingsputs in and to boilers, which 9o
25 ter of the sput to a uniform and even size, consists in locating the sput; on the boiler,
and in swaging the metal of tubular projec-sheet, forcing a portion of said sheet within
tione, of the sput within the annular flange said sput, punching an opening in the sheet
or depressiong', of the boiler sheet. For to receive the sput, and then swaging or com
this operation I prefer to use the same female pressing the metals of the sput around the 95
3o die, while the male diel, consists of the plun- opening in the sheet, substantially asider
ger n, the upper portion n, of which is out-scribed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . g g g : )
wardly flared or tapered and terminates in '3. The process of inserting, finishing and
the forming or finishing groove o. Upon the securing sputs in boilers, which consists in
descent of this die, the plungern, enters the using each sput as a die to punchitishple in Ioo
35 sput and shaves or cuts off all sand and other the boiler sheet; then coring out the internal
irregularities resulting from the casting oper- diameter of saidisput, and then swaging or

ation, and cores out the diameter of saidisput compressing the metalithereof...around the
to a uniform and even size.” As the lié fur-opening in the boiler sheet, substantially as
descends
inclinedprojection
portion in,e, ofit described.
, , , , ,of ; inserting,
; ; ; ; ;and; ,securing
i. IOS
4o ther
the diel,
entersandthethetubular
"'4. Thie process
Spreads the metal of the said projectione, out. sputs of the construction described, in boil
Ward, and the forming or finishing head o,
coming in contact with metal projection e,
completes the operation and forces or swages
45s said metal into the annular groove or flange

ers, which consists in using each sputias a die
to punch its hole in the boilersheet; then forc
ing the edges of said sheet within an annular I. Io
groove in the base of said, sput, imparting to
sheet an annular angular flange.or, de
; ; shown
, of thein boiler
sheet g, leaying the work as such
pression, and then
or compressing the
Fig. 3, completed, and the sputp!
". . swaging
.

netal of the Split: into, said flange, or depres
ready to be tapp l to receive the pipe on- ision
I I5
in theprocess
sheet, substantially
as described.
will be apparent that during this i5. The
nection.
It
wi
of
inserting,
finishin
gangl
59.0 eration, the metal of the sput is prevented securing sputs of the construction described,
tomlosing its shape by the reinforcementor in boilers, which consists, in using each sput.
EE
it receives
various
The
a die to punch its own hole in the boiler
ase flange
a, being atconfined
ed inin points.
the recess
of as
sheet; and forcing the edges of said sheet with
the
die?,
while
the
plutigerm,
be
n an annular grooye in the base of said:Sput,
the split, prevents the it i? eof from imparting
to said sheet an annular, angular
spreading to the center or losing its shape. flange
or depression, in one operation, and
It will also be apparentfrom the foregoing,
:

. .

.
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then coring out, the internal diameter of tho
, that I am enabled to have stock of the spilt sput
to uniform size and Swaging or compress
on the outside of the boiler sheet equal in ing the
metal of said-sput into the flange or
6o thickness to that upon the inside; that the idepression
shect, in another operation,
outer portion of the sput, when finished, forms. substantiallyin asthedescribed:
. ..
a circular
wall
of
uniform
thickness,
and
that
: G. In an appa'at is fol' inserting, sec ring
aging the upper part of portiole, with ;and
finishing in boiler, sheets, sputs having a
lar cle
depressioni' forined --in the boil
1) the annular
base, a groove therein and a tubular, lorojec
er sheet, the metal is mado more dense than tion,
the combination of a receptacle for thi?
if not so confinod, but was allowed
. . . . . .to
. . ;spread,
... . .

. . .'''
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base of said sput, and a plunger provided with pering portion, and a forming or finishing
a cutting or folding edge, an annular recess groove, substantially as described.
adapted to contain the walls of the sput, and Signed at Brooklyn, in the county of Kings
a projecting nose, substantially as described. and State of New York, this 16th day of June,
7. In an apparatus for inserting, securing A. D. 1893.
and finishing in boiler sheets, sputs having a
WALTER. S. SIIIPE.
base, a groove therein and a tubular projec
Witnesses:
tion, the combination of an apertured recep
tacle for the base of said sput and a plunger
MORRIS LERENS,
Io comprising a circular portion, a flaring or ta
WILLIAM II. G. OSBORN.

